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As part of the process leading to the second Global Parliamentary Report, UNDP Country Offices and
regional hubs are invited to convene multi-stakeholder focus groups to discuss ways to strengthen
parliamentary oversight of the executive. Focus groups can be organized at national, sub-regional
and/or regional level. This guidance note is intended to provide guidance to the UNDP organizers of
national focus groups.

About the second Global Parliamentary Report
The second Global Parliamentary Report will be jointly published by IPU and UNDP. The report will
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focus on Parliament’s power to hold government to account: Realities and perspectives on oversight.
The main objective of the Global Parliamentary Report is to develop practical recommendations for
parliaments and other relevant stakeholders to increase the effectiveness of parliamentary oversight.
This project uses the term “oversight”. Some parliaments use different terms, such as “scrutiny”,
“control”, “evaluation of public policies”, to describe what are essentially similar functions. “Oversight”
is defined as any activity that involves examining (and being prepared to challenge) the expenditure,
administration and policies of the government of the day.
Oversight activities include such things as questioning ministers, holding public hearings, reviewing
reports from government departments, examining audit reports, etc. For the purposes of this project,
oversight also includes, but is not limited to, parliament’s work on the national budget (including
preparation, approval, implementation of the budget); the evaluation of the implementation and impact
of legislation (“post-legislative scrutiny”); and implementation of international commitments including
for example in relation to human rights, gender equality, anti-corruption and the SDGs. However, the
scope of the project does not include parliamentary law-making activities, except where outlined
above.

About the focus groups
Whether organized at national, subregional or regional level, the objective of the focus groups is to
bring together a range of stakeholders who will collectively identify the challenges to parliamentary
oversight in the local context, identify innovations and good practices in parliamentary oversight, and
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In April 2012, IPU and UNDP published the first Global Parliamentary Report on the theme of “The changing nature of
parliamentary representation” (www.ipu.org/gpr).
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identify specific strategies and/or recommendations to address these challenges that can be
considered for inclusion in the Global Parliamentary Report.
The output from each focus group will be a report that is framed as a case study for the Global
Parliamentary Report. A template for the report is annexed to this note.
The expected benefits of convening a multi-stakeholder focus group include:
•

Reports from focus groups will provide content (analysis of challenges, strategies,
recommendations, quotes etc.) for the second Global Parliamentary Report.

•

The identification of challenges, good practices and strategies for strengthening parliamentary
oversight from a range of perspectives and discussed by a diverse set of stakeholders will
serve as a starting point for greater commitment and collaboration to strengthen the
effectiveness of parliamentary oversight, that will be relevant not only for the Global
Parliamentary Report, but for catalyzing follow up action at national, sub-regional and/or
regional levels.

In order to ensure they are completed in time to be referenced in the Global Parliamentary Report, the
reports/case studies of the focus groups should be completed and submitted to the IPU and UNDP
focal points on the GPR (Andy Richardson ar@ipu.org, and Suki Beavers suki.beavers@undp.org)
ideally before the end of April 2016. In extenuating circumstances, some focus group reports/case
studies can be submitted before the end of May 2016.
Participants
Focus groups should bring together a wide range of different stakeholders. Special attention should be
paid to ensuring inclusiveness and gender balance. UNDP Country Offices, project and/or regional
hubs will need to determine the most suitable people to invite, based on the national/regional context.
In order to ensure that real discussion is possible, the suggested number of participants is about 20-30
people.
Participants in the focus groups should ideally include representatives of these stakeholders:
•

Government: Ministers; senior government officials (female and male) ideally from a range of
relevant Ministries;

•

Parliament: Parliamentarians (female and male) from different political parties; senior
parliamentary staff (female and male);

•

Civil society organizations: for example, groups working on issues of parliament, democracy,
governance, budget transparency, women’s rights (female and male);

•

Special attention should be paid to ensuring the participation of particularly excluded or
marginalized people including; persons with disabilities, Indigenous peoples and LGBTI
groups (female and male); and

•

Media (female and male).

Organization
Participating UNDP Country Offices and regional hubs are responsible for organizing and facilitating
the national focus groups and providing a summary report/case study. Within the framework set out in
this guidance note, decisions on organization should be taken by relevant UNDP staff, taking into
account the national and/or regional context, priorities and opportunities.
No central funding is available from the IPU or UNDP to support the costs of convening a focus group
or preparing the report/case study. Therefore, the UNDP country offices, projects or regional hubs that
convene focus groups must do so with their respective existing financial and human resources.
Some participants in the two GPR expert meetings that have taken place (see list of participants in the
annex) have expressed their interest and willingness to participate in focus groups. If it is appropriate
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in the national context, and if there is the necessary funding available, the organizers of focus groups
may wish to consider inviting one or more of the participants from the expert meeting (from the
relevant country, region or from a different region) to support the focus group discussions.
The length of the focus groups will depend on the national and/or regional context. A half-day event is
likely to allow sufficient time for discussion and reaching conclusions. Focus groups should normally
be not less than two hours, but may take place over more than one day if preferable in the context.
It is likely that given the diversity in intended participants, there will be different levels of familiarity with
the role of parliamentary oversight, and different perspectives on its effectiveness. Focus groups
should therefore start with a general discussion on parliamentary oversight in the national context,
before moving towards more specific conclusions about the main challenges and recommendations.
The organizers should develop an agenda for the focus group and distribute it to participants in
advance. Suggestions for agenda items and a set of questions to frame the discussion are annexed to
this note, which the organizers can adapt as required.
During the focus group, facilitators should ensure that all participants take part in the exchanges.
Facilitators should emphasize the desire for a constructive and non-confrontational exchange, and
keep the focus on ways to strengthen parliamentary oversight.
Facilitators should draw out the different perspectives on the challenges, examples of innovations or
good practices, and elicit specific proposals for ways to respond to these challenges. To the extent
possible, facilitators should aim to build a consensus around the conclusions of the focus group.
Where no consensus can be found on certain points, the differing points of view should be noted in the
report.

Reporting
UNDP Country Offices or regional hubs should submit a summary report of the focus group to the
UNDP and IPU focal points for the Global Parliamentary Report by the end of April 2016, or
exceptionally by the end of May 2016.
Reports can be written in English, French, Spanish or Arabic. The maximum length of the report is five
pages (2500 words). The report should clearly outline: i) the main challenges to effective parliamentary
oversight that have been identified by the stakeholder group, ii) the specific recommendations for
addressing them, supported by examples (where appropriate). It should also capture quotes by
participants that can be used in the Global Parliamentary Report to illustrate the discussion. A
template for the report is annexed to this note.
The report should be circulated to all participants to ensure there are no objections to the content
before it is submitted to the UNDP and IPU focal points. Quotes should only be attributed to individual
participants if they have given their explicit permission.
IPU and UNDP may decide to publish all or parts of the respective focus group report in the print or
electronic versions of the Global Parliamentary Report. If necessary, focus group organizers should
indicate if all or any part of the report should not made publicly available.

Contact
Organizers can contact Suki Beavers at UNDP (suki.beavers@undp.org) or Andy Richardson at the
IPU (ar@ipu.org) to discuss the organization of national, sub-regional or regional focus groups.
The second Global Parliamentary Report is scheduled for publication in late 2016. More information
about the report is available at www.ipu.org/gpr2.
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Annex: Templates for the focus groups
Suggested agenda items
1. How effective is parliamentary oversight of the executive? What are the main challenges to
effective oversight that are faced by parliament and other stakeholders?
2. Identification of an example of parliamentary oversight. What happened, and why? What
lessons can be drawn from this experience? Multiple positive examples can be identified, time
permitting.
3. Analysis of existing challenges to parliamentary oversight. Moving beyond theory to reality to
analyse existing challenges, why they exist, and opportunities, good practices and innovations
for responding to these challenges.
4. Identification of priority actions that should be taken to increase the effectiveness of
parliamentary oversight. Who should be responsible for each of these actions?

Discussion questions
1. To what extent is parliament effective in overseeing the expenditure, administration and
policies of the government?
2. How well is parliament able to influence and scrutinize the national budget, including from a
gender perspective? What factors influence whether it is effective or ineffective?
3. How cooperative and responsive is the government to parliamentary oversight. What factors
seem to influence government cooperation and responsiveness?
4. How effective are the procedures for parliamentarians to question the executive? To what
extent is parliament able to secure adequate information from the executive?
5. How effective are existing parliamentary committees in carrying out their oversight function?
What factors influence committee effectiveness?
6. How systematic, transparent and accessible are the existing procedures for citizens and civil
society groups to make a submission to a parliamentary committee or commission of
enquiry? How often are they used and by whom?
7. How can parliaments and civil society better work together to strengthen parliamentary
oversight? Are there any good examples of the impact of civil society actors engagement in
parliamentary oversight activities?
8. What influence does the media have on parliamentary oversight work? Provide examples
where possible.
9. How systematic are the partnerships between parliament and other oversight institutions,
such as Supreme Audit Institutions?
10. How systematic are arrangements for members to report to their constituents about
performance of their oversight duties? Provide examples where possible.
11. Are there any specific challenges and/or opportunities for women to raise oversight
questions, or speak in oversight debates?
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12. To what extent are parliament’s oversight activities gender-sensitive, and systematically
attentive to the needs of men and women? Identify specific examples where possible.
13. Are there areas where parliament does not carry out oversight? Why, why not?

•

What have been the biggest recent innovations or improvements in the areas outlined above?

•

What is the most serious ongoing deficiency in parliamentary oversight?

•

What measures would be needed to remedy this deficiency? Prioritize where possible

Template for the report
Reports should be no more than five pages (2500 words). The structure of the report should normally
follow the headings below:
•

Summary. One or two paragraphs, accompanied by three to five bullet points that
encapsulate the main points emerging from the focus group.

•

Principal challenges to effective parliamentary oversight. Five to ten bullet points
analysing the principal challenges, with a brief discussion of how each one can be addressed

•

Examples of parliamentary oversight. Description of at least one example of where
parliamentary oversight was judged to have taken place effectively, including an analysis of
why this happened, who was involved, what was the outcome.

•

Recommendations for strategies and/or priority actions to increase the effectiveness of
oversight. Bullet list of five to ten strategies and/or priority actions, including a brief
description of what problem the action would address and who the action should be taken by.
Indicate the level of consensus among participants on each priority action.

•

Any other points emerging from the national focus group not addressed elsewhere in the
report.

•

Quotes. Five to ten quotes from a range of participants (female and male) that illustrate the
exchange. Indicate for each quote if the quote can be attributed to a specific person.

•

List of participants. Name, sex and affiliation of all participants in the focus groups
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Annex: Consolidated list of participants in the Expert Meetings on the Global Parliamentary Report
22-23 June 2015 and 25-26 February 2016, Geneva (Switzerland)

Parliaments
Attiya Inayatullah

Former Member of the National Assembly, Pakistan

attiyai73@yahoo.com

Marija Lugaric

Former Member of Parliament. Former Deputy Minister for Education, Science and Sport, Croatia

marija.lugaric@gmail.com

Philippe Mahoux

Senator, Former Minister, Belgium

mdr@senate.be

Greyford Monde

Member of the National Assembly. Deputy Minister of Agriculture and Livestock, Zambia

clerk@parliament.gov.zm

Ghassan Moukheiber

Member of the National Assembly, Lebanon

ghassanem@gmail.com

David Pkosing Losiakou Member of the National Assembly, Kenya

losiak07@yahoo.com

Nouzha Skalli

Member of the House of Representatives, Former Minister of Gender and Social Affairs, Morocco

nouzhaskalli@gmail.com

Alvaro Cabrera

Head of the Information and Methodological Department, National Assembly, Hungary

alvaro.cabrera@parlament.hu

Alain Delcamp

Former Secretary General of the Senate, France

alain.delcamp13@orange.fr

Rick Nimmo

Director, British Group Inter-Parliamentary Union, United Kingdom

nimmor@parliament.uk

Luis Rojas

Pro-Secretary of the Chamber of Deputies, Chile

lrojas@congreso.cl

Philippe Schwab

Secretary General, Council of States, Switzerland. Vice-President of the Association of Philippe.Schwab@parl.admin.ch
Secretaries General of Parliament
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Experts
Jens Adser Sorenson

Expert, parliamentary strengthening

jas@adser.dk

Rasheed Draman

Executive Director, African Centre for Parliamentary Affairs

rasheedd@yahoo.com

Scott Hubli

Director of Governance Programmes, NDI

shubli@ndi.org

Eleonora Mura

Programme Officer, Inter-Regional Democracy Resource Centre External Relations and E.Mura@idea.int
Governance Support, International IDEA

John Patterson

Independent consultant, United Kingdom

john.patterson360@yahoo.co.uk

Sonia Palmieri

Expert, gender and parliamentary strengthening

palmieri.sonia@gmail.com

Greg Power

Director, Global Partners Governance, United Kingdom

Greg@gpgovernance.net

Olivier Rozenberg

Associate Professor, Sciences Po, France

olivier.rozenberg@sciences-po.fr

Robert Sattler

Head of the International Department of the Austrian Court of Audit, on behalf of INTOSAI

sattler@rechnungshof.gv.at

Rebecca Shoot

Program Manager, Governance, National Democratic Institute for International Affairs, United
States of America

rshoot@ndi.org

Rick Stapenhurst

Professor of Practice at the Institute for the Study of International Development , McGill University

frederick.stapenhurst@mcgill.ca

Anthony Staddon

Lecturer in Politics, University of Westminster

A.Staddon@westminster.ac.uk
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UNDP
Suki Beavers

Global Advisor, Policy and Programmes, Health Governance and Inclusive Political suki.beavers@undp.org
Processes

Warren Cahill

Chief Technical Advisor, Myanmar

warren.cahill@undp.org

Sergiu Galitchi

Programme Manager, Democracy, Republic of Moldova

sergiu.galitchi@undp.org

Ricardo Godinho Gomes Project Manager, Supreme Audit Institutions, National Parliaments & Civil Society ricardo.g.gomes@cv.jo.un.org
(pro PALOP)
Anna Hovhannesyan

Technical Advisor, Parliament, Tanzania

anna.hovhannesyan@undp.org

Nahid Hussein

Programme Manager, Parliament, Civil Society & Human Rights, Iraq

nahid.hussein@undp.org

Biljana Ledenican

Portfolio Manager, Parliamentary Development, Serbia

biljana.ledenican@undp.org

Jonathan Murphy

Chief Technical Advisor, Parliamentary and Constitutional Dialogue, Tunisia

Oliver Pierre-Louveaux

Inclusive Political Processes Programme Specialist, Regional Hub for Arab States, Olivier.louveaux@undp.org
Amman, Jordan

William Tsuma

Dialogue Advisor and Acting Head of the Governance Programme, Zimbabwe

william.tsuma@undp.org

Martin Chungong

Secretary General

sv@ipu.org

Kareen Jabre

Director, Division of Programmes

kj@ipu.org

Andy Richardson

Information Specialist

ar@ipu.org

Jenny Rouse

Managing Editor, Global Parliamentary Report

jenrouse@actrix.co.nz

Norah Babic

Manager, Technical Cooperation

nb@ipu.org

Jiwon Jang

Research Officer

jj@ipu.org

Doris Niragire Nirere

Research Officer

gpr@ipu.org

jonathan.murphy@democraticgovernance.net

IPU
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